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Impacts of SiN-Capping Layer on the Device
Characteristics and Hot-Carrier

Degradation of nMOSFETs
Chia-Yu Lu, Horng-Chih Lin, Senior Member, IEEE, Yao-Jen Lee, Yu-Lin Shie, and Chih-Cheng Chao

Abstract—Impacts of silicon nitride (SiN)-capping layer and the
associated deposition process on the device characteristics and
hot-electron degradation of nMOSFETs are investigated in this
paper. The SiN layer used to induce channel strain for mobility
enhancement was deposited by a low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition. The deposition of the SiN aggravates threshold-voltage
roll-off due to additional thermal budget and the strain effect. It is
also found that the device hot-electron degradation is worse with
the addition of the SiN capping. Furthermore, our results indicate
that both the bandgap narrowing caused by the channel strain
and the abundant hydrogen species from the precursors of SiN
deposition contribute to the aggravated hot-electron effect.

Index Terms—Hot-electron effect, low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition (LPCVD), nMOSFET, silicon nitride (SiN) capping,
tensile strain.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, strain engineering in the channel has emerged
as one of the most effective remedies to boost the drive

current in the scaled devices [1]–[5]. For example, a silicon ni-
tride (SiN)-capping layer deposited by the low-pressure chem-
ical vapor deposition (LPCVD) over the gate was shown to
induce a uniaxial tensile strain in the channel which is beneficial
for boosting the drive current in scaled nMOSFETs [2]–[4]. The
above approach is attractive since it can be incorporated seam-
lessly in state-of-the-art ULSI technology, and it has received
many attentions in the last few years.

Device degradation induced by hot electrons represents one
of the most critical reliability issues in deep submicrometer
nMOSFETs [6], [7]. The physical mechanisms and character-
istics of hot-electron degradation have been extensively exam-
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ined [8], [9]. The degradations in terms of threshold-voltage
shift (∆Vth), drain–current degradation (∆IDS), and transcon-
ductance degradation (∆Gm) are observed in the accelerated
stress test. However, there seem very few works that investigate
the impact of SiN-capping layer and the associated deposition
process on the hot-carrier reliability of the strained devices.
In this paper, we investigate detailed hot-carrier degradation
characteristics of NMOS devices having local channel strain
induced by the SiN-capping layer.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The nMOSFET used in this paper were with 2.5-nm thermal
oxide as the gate dielectric and 150-nm poly-Si layer as the
gate material. After the gate formation, most samples were
capped with a 300-nm SiN-capping layer deposited using an
LPCVD system, while some wafers were deliberately skipped
of the SiN-capping layer to serve as the controls (i.e., control
split). The SiN deposition was performed at 780 ◦C with
SiH2Cl2 and NH3 as the reaction precursors. For some samples
that received the SiN-capping-layer deposition, the SiN layer
was removed later in order to evaluate the impact of SiN
deposition (i.e., SiN-removal split). Wafers then received the
deposition of a 300-nm-thick TEOS passivation layer, fol-
lowed by contact holes and metallization processes. Finally, the
processing steps were completed with a forming gas anneal at
400 ◦C. Electrical characterizations were performed using an
HP4156 system. The interface traps were evaluated using the
charge-pumping method [10], [11] with a fixed amplitude of
1.5 V at 1 MHz.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effects of Channel Strain on Device Performance

Fig. 1 shows the percentage increase of the drive current
of the SiN-capped and SiN-removal samples compared to the
controls as a function of channel length. Significant drive-
current enhancement is observed for the device with SiN-
capping layer. We can see that the drive-current enhancement
reaches 21% at a channel length of 0.4 µm in the SiN-capped
samples. For the SiN-removal split, it is seen that the current
enhancement becomes negligible, confirming that the origin of
the current enhancement indeed arises from the stress of the
SiN-capping layer. Hence, the current enhancement is truly
due to the uniaxial tensile strain induced by the SiN cap-
ping which increases with decreasing channel length [3], [4].
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Fig. 1. Saturation current increase versus channel length. The saturation
current was defined at VG − Vth = 2 V and VDS = 2 V.

Fig. 2. nMOSFET subthreshold characteristics and transconductance for all
three splits.

Subthreshold characteristics of the same devices are shown in
Fig. 2. The aforementioned impact of SiN on current enhance-
ment also reflects on the results of transconductance. The SiN-
removal sample shows slightly higher transconductance than
the control counterpart, mainly due to the reduced interface
state density that will be addressed in more detail later. Nev-
ertheless, the subthreshold slope of the devices does not seem
to be affected by the SiN capping, as shown in Fig. 2.

B. Short-Channel Effects

Fig. 3 shows the threshold-voltage (Vth) roll-off characteris-
tics of the devices. The results are obtained at VDS = 0.05 V.
Among the three splits of devices, the control samples depict
a pronounced reverse short-channel effect (RSCE). This is
ascribed to the nonuniform lateral boron distribution in the
channel. It was pointed out that the lateral boron distribution
is closely related to the S/D implant damage and the associated
postanneal steps [12]. Boron segregation occurs and results in
a peak distribution at the channel edge if the channel defects
are not properly annealed out. This leads to the observed
RSCE in the control split. The phenomenon, however, is greatly
suppressed for the other two splits. Additional thermal budget
introduced by the SiN deposition step helps eliminate the

Fig. 3. Threshold voltage as a function of channel length for all three splits.

Fig. 4. DIBL in all three splits as a function of channel length. DIBL was
evaluated by measuring the drain–current change as VDS is increased at some
fixed gate voltage below threshold voltage.

channel defects and redistribute the B dopants [12], explaining
the suppression of the RSCE. Another interesting trend shown
in Fig. 3 is that the prominent Vth roll-off behavior for the SiN-
capped devices is relaxed by the removal of the SiN layer. We
believe this is related to the bandgap narrowing effect caused
by the channel strain [13], [14]. In our case, the induced tensile
strain tends to lift the two- and fourfold degeneracy of the
conduction band and leads to a smaller bandgap due to the
lowering in the twofold band edge. The extent of bandgap
narrowing as a function of the induced unaxial strain could
be found in a previous work [14, Fig. 10]. Since the strain
level increases with a decreasing channel length, the bandgap
narrowing contributes to the aggravated Vth roll-off in the short-
channel SiN-capped devices. In the SiN-removal split, since the
strain effect is eliminated, the Vth roll-of becomes relaxed.

Drain induced barrier lowing (DIBL) is another guide for
evaluating the short-channel effects. The results are shown in
Fig. 4. We can see that basically no obvious difference is
observed among all samples. This indicates that the use of SiN-
capping would not complicate the DIBL control of the devices.

C. Hot-Carrier Effects

Next, we shift our focus to the hot-carrier reliability. The
substrate current of the fabricated devices with various channel
lengths are shown and compared in Fig. 5. It is clearly seen
that with reducing channel length, the substrate current is much
larger in the SiN-capped device, as compared with the other
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Fig. 5. Substrate current versus gate voltage with channel lengths of 0.5, 0.7,
1, and 5 µm.

two splits (for example, more than 0.1-mA increase at the
channel length of 0.5 µm). The difference in substrate current
among different splits becomes negligible for the long-channel
case (e.g., L = 5 µm). This result indicates that the channel
strain plays an important role in affecting the generation of
channel hot electrons and the associated impact ionization
process. This is related to the bandgap narrowing effect induced
by the channel strain as well as the increased mobility, both
tend to enhance the impact ionization rate [15], [16], and
may potentially worsen the hot-electron degradation in the
strained devices. An empirical expression [17] for the substrate
current is

Isub ∝ exp
(−ϕi

qλE

)
(1)

where λ is the mean-free path of the electrons and E is the elec-
tric field. ϕi is the threshold energy to cause impact ionization
in the channel, which is shown to be about the magnitude of the
bandgap [18]. Therefore, the bandgap narrowing will result in
an increased Isub, as observed in the experimental data.

In Fig. 5, it is also interesting to note that the substrate current
in the SiN-removal samples is slightly larger than the control
counterparts when the channel length is short. This is attributed
to the additional thermal budget by the SiN deposition process
that tends to reduce the residual implant damage located in the
channel close to the drain region, as mentioned in previous sec-
tion. It is expected that the residual implant damage sites scatter
the conduction electrons. The scattering processes reduce the
energy of the electrons and relax the generation of hot carriers;
therefore, the impact ionization ratio (and thus the substrate
current) is reduced. When the thermal budget associated with
the SiN deposition is performed, portion of the residual implant
damage is annealed out, leading to a slight increase in Isub

in short-channel devices. However, the amount of the residual
implant damage is not sufficiently high to draw significant
impact on the devices’ drive current, explaining why the drive
current is comparable between the control and the SiN-removal
devices.

Typical results of hot-electron stressing for the three splits of
samples are shown in Fig. 6. Channel length and width of the
test devices are 0.5 and 10 µm, respectively. The devices were
stressed at VDS = 4.5 V and VGS at maximum substrate current.
The ID–VG characteristics at VDS = 0.05 V were measured

Fig. 6. (a) Subthreshold characteristics and (b) transconductance of de-
vices before and after 5000-s hot-electron stressing. Channel length/width =
0.5 µm/10 µm.

before and after the stress to check the degradation caused by
the hot electrons. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the degradation
is the worst in the SiN-capped sample among the three splits.
The aggravation is alleviated with SiN removal, although the
resultant degradation is still worse than the control sample.

Fig. 7 shows the shift of the threshold voltage (∆Vth),
increased interface state density (∆Nit), and degraded peak
transconductance (∆Gm) as a function of the stress time. The
device with channel strain depicts aggravated degradation in
terms of larger shifts in these parameters. As mentioned above,
the bandgap narrowing effect and the increased carrier mobility
in the strained channel devices [19], [20] are postulated to be the
two primarily culprits for the aggravated hot-carrier degradation
of the SiN-capped samples. These two factors would increase
the impact ionization rate in the device, which is evidenced in
Fig. 5, and lead to higher degradation.

In Figs. 6 and 7, it is noted that the device with SiN re-
moval also depicts more severe degradation than the control
device, even though the channel strain has been eliminated.
This phenomenon clearly indicates that the SiN deposition
process itself results in the enhanced damage effect in the
short-channel devices. According to previous reports [17], [19],
interface states could be generated due to the breaking of Si–H
bonds by hot electrons, and the generated interface states would
greatly degrade the device performance. Fig. 8 shows the hot-
carrier degradation as a function of injection charges, which
is defined as the product of maximum substrate current and
stress time. In the figures, it is seen that the SiN-capping and
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Fig. 7. Results of hot-electron stressing at VDS = 4.5 V and maximum
substrate current performed on all three splits of devices with channel
length/width = 0.5 µm/10 µm. (a) Threshold-voltage shift and (b) interface
state generation.

removal samples exhibit nearly identical degradation trends
which are obviously severer than the control one, implying that
the properties of oxide/channel interface for the SiN-capping
and removal splits are similar, but quite different from the
control. This is basically consistent with our inference that the
hydrogen species diffuse from SiN during the deposition step
may have modified the oxide/channel interface, leading to the
worse hot-carrier degradation.

Fig. 9 shows the charge-pumping current of fresh devices.
Actually, SiN-removal sample depicts the smallest charge-
pumping current (Icp) among the three splits of samples. This
is ascribed to the use of H-containing precursors (e.g., SiH2Cl2
and NH3) in the SiN deposition step, and the incorporated
hydrogen species tends to passivate the interface states. As a
result, lower charge-pumping current is obtained for the SiN-
removal sample in Fig. 9. Note that such reduction in interface
states comparing to the control sample is not observed for
the strained devices. The origin for the higher interface state
density in the fresh SiN-capped devices is not clear at this
stage, although it is highly suspected that more weaken bonds
due to the induced strain exist at the interface. These bonds
are easily broken and contribute to the excess interface states.
It should also be noted that due to the thin oxide thickness
(3 nm), the difference in interface states among the three splits
will not result in significantly different subthreshold swing
characteristics of the devices shown in Fig. 2.

Although the additional H species incorporated in the SiN-
removal device could reduce the interface state density in fresh

Fig. 8. (a) Threshold-voltage shift and (b) interface state generation as a
function of injection charges (the product of maximum substrate current and
stress time) under hot-electron stressing at VDS = 4.5 V.

Fig. 9. Charge-pumping current for the three splits of fresh devices with
channel length/width = 0.5 µm/10 µm. The measurement was performed
under fixed amplitude of 1.5 V and frequency of 1 MHz.

devices, the extra Si–H bonds would also be responsible for
the worse hot-carrier degradation shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Fig. 10 shows the difference in Nit before and after 5000-s
hot-carrier stress among the three splits of samples. It is seen
that more interface states than those in the control sample are
actually generated in the SiN-removal devices, again implying
that the extra hydrogen species from SiN layer are an important
contributor for the aggravated degradation.

Fig. 11 shows the relationship between ∆Nit and
Cox∆Vth/q, where Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area
and q is 1.6 × 10−19 Coulomb. It is interesting to see that the
value of ∆Nit is higher than the diagonal line (i.e., the solid line
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Fig. 10. Increase in charge-pumping current after the stress for the three splits
of devices with channel length/width = 0.5 µm/10 µm.

Fig. 11. Generated interface states versus Cox∆Vth/q during hot-carrier
stressing.

in the figure with slope of one) at the early stage of the stress,
indicating that positive charges are generated. The generation
of positive charges is related to the high oxide field during hot-
carrier stressing, and it is attributed to the release of hydrogen at
the interface [21]. Since the SiN deposition process introduces
extra hydrogen incorporation in the oxide, the amount of the
generated positive charges is larger for the SiN-capped and
SiN-removal splits. When the stressing proceeds for a suffi-
ciently long time, electron trapping gradually dominates and
contributes to the Vth shift, as shown in the figure.

Based on the above results, we conclude that both the
deposited SiN layer and the deposition process itself have
significant impacts on the device operation and the associated
reliability characteristics. For threshold-voltage control, not
only the bandgap narrowing effect induced by the channel strain
but also the thermal treatment associated with the SiN deposi-
tion need to be taken into account. Impurities contained in the
SiN layer should also be carefully addressed. This paper shows
that hot-electron degradation is negatively affected when the
SiN is deposited over the gate, even if the SiN is removed later
and the channel strain is relieved. The existence of extra Si–H
bonds at the oxide/Si interface due to the deposition of SiN is
presumably the main cause for this observation. Optimization
of the deposition is thus necessary for improving the immunity
of the strained devices to the hot-carrier effect. For example,
using deuterium-containing precursors or deuterium annealing
process [22] could be helpful in this regard.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the effects of LPCVD SiN
process and the channel strain induced by the SiN-capping layer
on the device characteristics as well as the hot-electron degra-
dation of the nMOSFETs. The results indicate that the thermal
budget associated with the deposition of the SiN-capping layer
could alleviate the RSCE of the uncapped devices. The bandgap
narrowing effect due to the channel strain may result in further
lowering in Vth as the channel length is shortened.

The channel strain induced by the SiN-capping layer over the
gate greatly boosts the drive current of short-channel devices.
For example, enhancement ratio as high as 21% is achieved for
the SiN-capped device at a channel length of 0.4 µm. Neverthe-
less, the accompanying bandgap narrowing and the increased
carrier mobility tend to worsen the hot-electron reliability. In
this aspect, attention should also be paid to the SiN deposition.
Owing to the use of hydrogen-containing precursors, abundant
hydrogen species is incorporated in the oxide that may also
contribute to the hot-electron degradation. Optimization of both
SiN deposition process and the film properties are thus essential
for implementation of the uniaxial strain in NMOS devices.
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